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Results are presented of measurements of the caficient of optical absorption of a non-ideal argon 
plasma produced by powerful ionizing shock waves. The experiments were performed with explosive 
generators of rectangular shock waves, using condensed explosives. The obtained radiation of the shock- 
compressed plasma turned out to be much less than theoretical. The "transparentization" of the plasma 
is explained by using a bounded-atom model that takes into account the deformation of the electron 
energy spectrum. 

PACS numben: 52.50.Lp, 52.25.P~ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The solution of many present-day problems of radia- 
tion gasdynamics and plasma physics, such a s  laser  
irradiation,' hypersonic  aerodynamic^,^ explosive light 

gas-phase nuclear  reactor^,^ and others call 
for detailed information on the optical properties of a 
high-density plasma in which the effects of interaction 
between particles play an essential role. An investiga- 
tion of the radiation of such a plasma is also of definite 
fundamental interest, since it makes i t  possible to trace 
the influence of deviation from ideal conditions on the 
dynamics and on the energy spectrum of a dense dis- 
ordered plasma. 

The theoretical premises developed to date5 pertain to 
a tenuous plasma, where the elementary processes can 
be easily separated, and the influence of deviations 
from ideal conditions reduces to a broadening of the 
spectral lines and to shifts of the photorecombination 
thresholds. The region of increased densities has be- 
come the object of investigations only most recently 
(see Refs. 6-8), and the degree to which it has s o  far  
been investigated is patently insufficient. The data 
available at  present correspond to  non-ideality param- 
e ters  r= e3(8nne)'f2/(k~)3'2 S 0.2 - 0.3, n, 6 10" cm-3 and 
a re  to a great degree contradictory, but indicate never- 
theless that the continuum radiation exceeds the calcu- 
lated value when the plasma is increased. At the same 
time, the plasms screeningQ and the strongly fluctuating 
m i ~ r o f i e l d s ' ~  can noticably distort the near-threshold 
region of the spectrum, by decreasing the intensity of 
the recombination radiation of the dense p l a ~ m a . ~ ' ~ ' "  

In this paper we measure the optical properties of a 
strongly non-ideal ( r  - 1.6) plasma obtained by compres- 

sion and irreversible heating of a high-pressure gas in 
the front of a high-power ionizing shock wave (SW). The 
use of dynamic methods has made it possible to obtain 
a plasma with extremely high parameters in volumes 
that a r e  homogeneous and of controllable dimensions. 
In addition, in view of the smal l  dimensions of the zone 
of relaxation processes and of the small  thickness of the 
viscous shock discontinuity, the optical radiation is 
capable of emerging unobstructed from the plasma 
volume and ca r r i e s  therefore information on the equil- 
ibrium properties of the shock-compressed plasma. 
The absence of complex molecular and ion-molecular 
formations, the fact that the electron energy spectrum 
in the elementary radiative processes has been investi- 
gated in detail, a s  well a s  the high molecular weight, 
have all dictated the choice of argon a s  the object of the 
investigation. In addition, extensive information on the 
gas dynamic, thermodynamic ,I2 -I3 and e l ec t r~phys ica l '~  
properties of a dense argon plasma has by now been ob- 
tained, s o  that the state of the plasma can be assessed 
with great  certainty and the interpretation of the optical 
measurements is greatly facilitated. 

The use of explosive dynamic methods has made it 
possible to t race  the influence of the non-ideality on the 
absorption coefficient of the plasma in a broad and con- 
tinuously varying range from the previously investigated 
states with ne s 10'' cm-3 and l? S 0.3 to the extremely 
high ne -2 x loz0 ~ m ' ~  and I?- 1.6 (P- 5000 atm), where 
the effect of "transperentization" of the plasma mani- 
fests  itself. This effect is interpreted in the present 
paper from the point of view of distortion of the energy 
spectrum of the strongly compressed atoms by the 
strong interparticle interaction. 

For a qualitative description of this effect, we use the 
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model of a "bounded" atom, based on a quantum-mech- 
anical calculation of the wave functions of bound elec- 
trons in a self-consistent field, with a boundary condi- 
tion that imitates the action exerted on the atom by the 
plasma environment. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The absorption coefficient n,, was measured by re-  
cording the increase with time of the intensity of the 
optical radiation emerging from a flat plasma layer con- 
tained between the SW front and the contact surface.15 
Since the photon relaxation time is short compared with 
the characteristic gasdynamic time, the spectral inten- 
sity of the radiation I,(t) of such a layer takes in the 
quasistationary approximation the form" 

I.@) -I,, (1-exp ( -x / (D- -U)  t ) ) ,  (1) 

where I,, =I,(-) is the Planck radiation intensity, 4 - e-hvlh T, is the absorption coefficient corrected 
for the stimulated emission, and D and U are  the veloc- 
ities of the front and rear  boundaries of the radiating 
layer and a re  known from gasdynamic measurements. 

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. To 
produce powerful SW in compressed argon we used lin- 
ear explosive generators of square waves of varying 
amplitude and duration, with an action based on accel- 
erating metallic strikers to several kilometers per 
second by the  detonation products of powerful condensed 
explosives (see Ref. 17 for details). The collision be- 
tween the accelerated striker and the condensed target 
(lead, Plexiglas, aluminum) produces in the latter a 
shock wave with a pressure of several hundred kilobars. 
Emergence of this shock wave to the free surface leads 
to an isentropic expansion of the target; the latter, 
acting a s  a piston and moving with velocity U, generates 
in the investigated gas an ionizing shock wave that 
compresses and heats the gas. During the stationary 
stage of the process, the shock wave front and the con- 
tact surface move with constant velocities D and U, SO 

that the layer of the shock-compressed plasma expands 
with time linearly [6 - (D - ~ ) t ]  and radiates in accor- 

FIG 1. Experimental setup: I-detonation lens, 2cexplosive 
charge, 3-striker, 4-target, 5-transparent partition, 6- 
diaphragm, 7-mirror, 8-optical system, 9-semitransparent 
mirrors, 10-adjusting laser, 11-interference light filters, 
12-photomultipliers, 13-recording oscillographs, 14--elec- 
tric contacts that start the oscillographs, 15-pulse-shaping 
circuit, 16--delay line, 17--electric contacts for the measure- 
ment of the shock wave velocity, 18-OK-15 oscilloscope. 

dance with Eq. (1). 

The main requirement that must be satisfied by this 
procedure, which is based on inertial containment of a 
high-pressure plasma, is to ensure conditions of homo- 
geneity and stationarity of the flow in the registration 
zone, so that the measurement results can be interpre- 
ted by the simple relation (1) rather than by the compli- 
cated differential equation of radiation transport in the 
general form. To monitor the quasistationarity of the 
flow we perform gasdynamic calculations of the pro- 
pagation of the shock waves and of the distorting relaxa- 
tion waves emitted by various elements of the experi- 
mental setup.'' The correctness of these calculations 
was checked in a special s e t  of experiments by electric- 
contact and optical registration of the plasma motion 
a t  various distances from the target. We note that it is 
precisely the influence of the rea r  relaxation wave 
which limits the possibilities of this procedure on the 
low-density side, when the radiation range becomes 
comparable with the dimension of the quasistationary 
section of the fl0w.O To eliminate the distorting in- 
fluence of the side waves produced when the experi- 
mental assembly is scattered, the strikers,  screens, 
and targets were made in the form of thin disks, and 
the registered radiation emerged through a diaphragm 
from a narrow (-2 mm) axial flow zone. The last  cir- 
cumstance decreased the effects of the curvature of the 
shock wave front. 

The use of a specially shaped detonation lens and of an 
active explosive charge of sufficient dimensions, and 
the use of sufficiently high-grade material for the other 
elements of the generator made i t  possible to produce 
propelling devices having dynamic parameters repro- 
ducible within 2% and with a deviation of the shock-wave 
motion from synchronism not more than lo-' sec  in a 
target of 2 cm diameter. The intensity and the duration 
of the shock waves excited in the gas were measured by 
varying the brisance of the explosive and the thicknesses 
of the propelled plates. 

The light from the plasma was directed to FEU-30 
multipliers with the aid of mirrors  and an optical sys- 
tem, and the signals were recorded with high-speed os- 
cilloscopes. The measurement system was triggered 
through delay lines by electric-contact sensors mounted 
on the screen and operating at the instant of the arrival 
of the shock waves. 

The kinematic plasma parameters needed to determine 
the absorption coefficients were determined by optical 
and electric-contact base methods.12 To this end, con- 
tacts were installed in the experimental assemblies and 
registered the time at which the shock wave traversed a 
specified distance. in addition, to register the veloc- 
ities D and U and to monitor the reproducibility of the 
shock wave parameters, a transparent (Plexiglas, 
glass) partition was placed at a certain distance from 
the target. The emergence (1 in Fig. 2) of the shock 
wave from the target into the argon led to a smooth in- 
crease (2) of the optical radiation up to a saturation 
level in accordance with formula (1). The brightness 
burs t  3 marks the time of arrival of the shock-wave 
front at the transparent partition, and consequently i ts  
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FIG 2. Oscillogram of experiments: 1--emergence of shock 
wave into the gas, 2-section where the radiation grows to 
saturation, 3-collision of shock wave front with transparent 
partition, 4-start of destruction of partition by the target 
mate rial. 

velocity D. The subsequent cutoff of the radiation (4) 
is due to destruction of the partition by the expanding 
massive target  moving with velocity U. 

We note that such an experimental procedure yields a 
rather diverse physical information. The increase of 
the intensity during the initial section of the flow deter- 
mines the light-absorption coefficient, while the level 
of the radiation in the saturation stage I ,  determines 
the brightness temperature of the Registra- 
tion of the shock-wave reflection from the partition 
makes it possible to measure D and U ;  when account is 
taken of the mass, momentum, and energy conservation 
laws on the shock-front, this i s  equivalent to direct  
measurement of the pressure,  density, and internal 
energy. The data obtained in this manner agree  and 
supplement the results  of special thermodynamic mea- 
surements. l2 e l 3  

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND THE1 R DISCUSSION 

To  reveal the effects of the compression and to facili- 
tate the interpretation of the results ,  the gasdynamic 
characteristics of the employed shock-wave generators 
were chosen such a s  to ensure approximate constancy 
of the temperature of the shock-compressed plasma, 
T -2 x lo4 K. The frequency of the registered radiation, 
separated with an interference light f i l ter ,  was (5.17 
i 0 . 0 5 ) ~  1014 sec-'. To estimate the influence of the 
light flux reflected from the contact surface, a number 
of methodological experiments were performed, in 
which the reflecting properties of the piston were varied 
in wide range by varying the quality of its finish and by 
using different coatings. It turned out that under our 
conditions the reflection of the light from the piston 
can introduce an e r r o r  not la rger  than 20% in the ab- 
sorption coefficient. 

The experimental values of the absorption coefficients, 
together with the parameters  of the shock-compressed 
plasma, a r e  listed in the table and a r e  shown in Fig. 3, 
where each point was obtained by averaging 5-10 ex- 
periments with two o r  three independent oscillograms 
taken in each. The 1-2% accuracy in the measurement 
of D and U corresponds to e r r o r s  on the order  of 4 and 
10%in the calculationof P and pfrom the conservationlaws. 
Under the conditions of the dynamic experiment, the 

TABLE 1. Experimental results. 

e r r o r  in the measurement of the brightness tempera- 
t u r e  is 5-100/,.3*'2 To estimate n, and r we used the 
bounded-atom model proposed below, which describes 
the therm~dynamic*. '~  and indirectly the electrophysi- 
call4 in a non-ideal plasma. The e r r o r  of such an  esti- 
mate of n, amounts to 20-30%. The e r r o r  in the mea- 
surement of the absorption coefficients is determined 
mainly by the possibilities of amplitude and t ime reso- 
lution of the signals and is estimated at  30-4%. This 
conclusion is confirmed independently by a comparison 
(see Fig. 3) of our measurements with estimates based 
on Refs. 3 and 20. 

The range of shock-wave velocities was chosen such 
a s  to ensure sufficiently high degrees of ionization of 
the plasma and to real ize experimental conditions that 
a r e  nearly optimal with respect  to the Coulomb interac- 
tion.'' At the s ame  time, the shock wave amplitudes 
reached in the experiments a r e  not high enough to heat 
noticably the gas  in front of the shock wave by ultra- 
violet radiation, which would lead to screening of the 
radiation from the shock-compressed plasma. Accord- 
ing to the measurements of Ref. 3, this effect manifests 
itself in atmospheric-pressure argon a t  D 2 14 km/sec 
and decreases with increasing initial gas  pressure. The 
fact that the sidewalls of the high-pressure chamber a r e  
f a r  from the measurement zone excludes also the in- 
fluence of radiative bending of the shock-wave front.3o21 
The low plasma densities that a r e  attainable with this 
procedure a r e  determined by the condition that the 
ranges of the optical radiation be close to the dimen- 

FIG 3.  Results of measurements: 0-our points referred to 
a temperature 2 x104 K ,  .--results by others6*? referred to 
T = 2.4 x l o 4  K, 1-free-free transitions (uf - f), 2-calculation 
in accordance with Ref. 23 with allowance for x - f ,  3-u - 
with screening taken into account, 4-our result, 5, 6-esti- 
mate of u from results of Refs. 3 and 20; curve 7 connects 
together the experimental points obtained by various workers, 
referred to a frequency v =5.17x1014 sec-' and to a tempera- 
ture ~ = 2 x 1 0 ~  K.  
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sions of the region of quasi-stationary flow of the shock- 
compressed plasma, corresponding to a r r iva l  of dis- 
torting relaxation waves. The minimum plasma density 
is limited by the smallness of the radiation range and 
consequently by the time resolution of the measure- 
ment apparatus. 

The experimental data obtained with all these limita- 
tions taken into account a r e  shown in Fig. 3 and cover 
continuously a wide range of parameters,  from the re-  
gion investigated earlier5*' to states of high density (nu 
- 1.4 X 10" ~ m - ~ ,  n, - 1.8 x loz0 ~ m - ~ )  with strong (I' - 1.6) Coulomb interaction. Curves 1 and 2 of Fig. 3 
correspond to  the traditional methods of calculating the 
optical properties of a low-temperature plasma.' Ab- 
sorption in free-free transitions of electrons in the 
fields of the ions i s  described by the Kramers  formula 
with the Gaunt factor from Ref. 22 (curve 1). The cal- 
culation of the scattering of the electron by the screened 
Coulomb potential leads to a decrease of the absorption 
coefficient (curve 3). To obtain the total absorption co- 
efficient (curve 2) it is necessary, in addition to the 
free-free transitions, to have a mechanism that photo- 
ionizes the bound electrons. At the chosen registration 
frequency (hv = 2.14 eV), the main contribution to the 

, absorption is made by photoionization from the states 
3p53d, for which the corresponding c ros s  sections were 
calculated in Ref. 23 by the quantum-defect method. It 
is seen from Fig. 3 that the experimental data in the 
region of low densities agree with the ear l ie r  numerous 
measurements8 and confirm the tendency that  the regis- 
tered radiation exceeds the calculated values. With fur- 
ther increase of plasma compression, the specific ab- 
sorption coefficient per atom %/nu (see the inset of Fig. 
3) decreases monotonically and turns out to be smal ler  
by one order of magnitude that the results  of the tradi- 
tional plasma calculation, and close to the values deter- 
mined by free-free transitions. 

The transparentization effect registered in the experi- 
ments is probably the consequence of the deformation of 
the electron energy spectrum of the atoms when they a r e  
compressed by the surrounding particles. Regardless 
of the actual models used for  the description (fluctuating 
microfields,1° screening by etc.), the inter- 
particle interaction makes the intra-atomic potential 
short-range and leads to a finite number of discrete 
energy levels and to a successive transition of the highly 
excited states into the continuum with increasing density. 
This vanishing of the part  of the excited energy levels 
excludes naturally the mechanism of photoionization ab- 
sorption from these states, and consequently leads to 
the observed decrease of the absorption coefficient per  
atom (see inset of Fig. 3). 

For a qualitative description of the second effect, we 
consider a simplified modelz) in which the action of the 
neighboring particles on the atom reduces to compres- 
sion of t h e  atom and is simulated by a potential of the 
form 

In this potential the system of intra-atomic electrons 
was calculated by the Hartree-Fock methodz6 with cor-  

e kbar 

5 - 

4 - 

3 - 

2 - 

FIG 4. Comparison of the bounded-atom model with the ther- 
modynamic measurements: 0-results of Ref. 13 referred to 
the isotherm T =1.72 x l o4  K; 1-calculation by the bounded- 
atom model, 2-calculation by the Debye-Huckel model.30 

rections2' for  the electron correlations. This made i t  
possible to obtain the electron wave functions and the 
energy spectrum of the atom a s  functions of the param- 
e ter  ro that characterizes the degree of compression of 
the plasma. The interaction of the atoms with one 
another was described by the hard-sphere model, for 
which computer calculations were used.28 The condition 
that the f r ee  energy be a minimum with respect  to ro 
determines the equilibrium value of the limiting radius 
ro a s  a function of the s ta te  parameters;  this makes the 
model self-contained and suitable for  the calculation of 
the thermodynamic and optical propert ies of a strongly 
compressed plasma. In the lat ter  case ,  the photoioniza- 
tion absorption was calculated by resort ing to the c r o s s  
sections taken from Ref. 23, with photoionization l imits  
shifted in accordance with the deformed energy spec- 
trum. 

It is seen (Fig. 3)  that this  model accounts for the ex- 
perimentally recorded transparentization of the plasma 
upon compression. It i s  important that i t  provides also 
a quantitative description of the thermodynamic data 
obtained13 under the s ame  conditions, indicating that the 
compressibility of the plasma is lower than the theoreti- 
cal  predictions that ignore the deformation of the dis- 
c re te  spectrum. We emphasize that the possibility of a 
comprehensive description of the physical characteris-  
t i c s  of the plasma is an additional advantage of the pro- 
posed approach over the model of nonrealization of 
levels in fluctuating micro field^,^^^ which pertains only 
to optical properties. 

It is clear  that the employed boundary condition (2) of 
the "hard wall" type is quite crude. This .is attested 
simultaneously by the optical and thermodynamic data 
(Figs. 3 and 4), a detailed description of which cal ls  
apparently for  the use of the model of "soft"  sphere^.'^ 

The authors thank A. N. Dremin for  support and useful 
discussions. 

')1n the investigation of a less  dense plasma under damping 
conditions, this method must be m ~ d i f i e d ? ~  

?)under the experimental conditions (R 1) the intensity of the 
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plasma microfield is -10' V/cm, i.e., it is comparable with 
the intensity of the intra-atomic field, thus excluding t h  
possibility of using perturbation theoqJ5 to calculate the shift 
of the energy levels. 
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We investigate envelope solitons of circularly polarized electromagnetic waves in a cold plasma, due to the 
joint action of relativistic and striction nonlinearities. It is shown that in the approximation in which the 
plasma perturbations are quasineutral there exist only soliton small-amplitude solutions in which the 
oscillatory velocity of the electron is much lower than the velocity of light. Numerical integration with a 
computer yielded solitons with relativistic amplitudes, for which the plasma charge separation is 
substantial. These solitons differ in shape from ordinary small-amplitude solitons and have a discrete 
velocity spectrum. It is demonstrated that the concentration has a limit above which the plasma has no 
solitons with a specified carrier frequency. 

PACS numbers: 52.35.Hr, 52.35.M~ 

Recent  p r o g r e s s  in  the development of high-power is n o  longer  quadrat ic  and can be  r igorously accounted 

genera tors  f o r  var ious frequency ranges  make it possi-  f o r  in only a few part icular  cases. For circular ly pol- 
ble to speak of interaction between electromagnet ic  a r ized  radiation, the relativistic nonlinearity was f i r s t  

radiation and a p lasma under  conditions when the par -  taken into account r igorously by Akhiezer and ~olovin'  
ticle oscillation velocities can  be  comparable with the  f o r  a wave with constant amplitude. ') Gorshkov et u Z . ~  
speed of light. In this  case the relat ivis t ic  nonlinearity investigated s tat ionary envelope waves of c ircular ly 
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